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EDITORIAL LETTER

This year’s Collected is an eclectic fusion of text and image centered around the concept of
Disassemble: a breaking down, chiseling, smoothening out, and then creating new frameworks
to retell, revise or reimagine existing narratives, - aiming to reveal how the self can be invented
in this process.
We began this journey almost two years ago. The Fall of 2017 ushered in a group of people who
were a stone’s throw away, a day’s worth of horseback riding and a sailor’s round trip. Rattling
different weights & colours of pebbles won’t meld them together – instead, it recreates a
distinguishable orientation, tethers others closely, isolates temporarily and reunites into a
welcome newness. And so it was with the MFAW class of 2019. Though we were separate in our
identities, our modes of expression, and our experiences, we came together much like a mosaic -a kaleidoscope of jeweled colors - when fit together create a mural, a multi-layered story of who
we hope to be. The premise of our time here as writers-in-training was and has always been
about collaboration: with versions of the self, with each other, with the institution.
As writers and makers, we bent genre, explored form, found faith again and again on the page
and beyond. We invited our histories to fill in the silences we wrestled with. We deepened our
understanding of emotion through color and sound. We dismantled our fears through painting,
reconstructed our strength in the face of historical, generational, and personal trauma with
poetry. And through it all we learned that our creative self is to not be a static existence but a
continual journey of breaking down and reshaping, a constant remaking of ourselves and the
world we experience. This is the great struggle and the great joy of our work as artists. This is
the legacy we hope to leave behind.
Thank you to our chair, Sally Alatalo & administrative director Amber Da for allowing
space for experimentation – giving room to birth the sampler; a new practice that made way for
bonding and cohesiveness as never seen before.
Thank you to our designer – Jude Yaw Agboada, for jumping on board wholeheartedly,
accommodating our ideas and working excellently to create this particular iteration of our
mosaic. Thank you to the Writing department/program faculty. But most of all, thank you to our
fellow graduating students - the painters, writers, sound-designers, performers, and more - for
their contributions to this edition of Collected. We are in awe of the work you do. We are proud
to count ourselves among you as we stand ready to shape the future.

Editors
- Ama Asantewa Diaka & Sharanya Sharma
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THREE LOVE STORIES

An Eight Year Old Boy’s Affair of the Heart
Someone dares him to chase a girl he hates. The girl sits in front of him in class and knows the
answer to every question. She smells like cinnamon. She pencils drawings of dragons with sharp
teeth and blue breath. He can’t stand how she becomes the air in the room, how she does nothing to
make everyone look at her.
He runs at her, full speed. She sprints in the opposite direction, trips. He gains distance. She gets
up, zigzags. He’s the fastest in class. He knows he’ll win and it thrills him. She loses her breath. He
catches her, pins her wrists to the fence and grins. She scowls.
They are hidden behind a red slide and a wide oak tree. He shoves a writhing mealworm into her lip
slit. She swallows the worm, then spits on his face.
There is a smallness in his eyes. He is a bird who has never seen the sky.
In a way, she pities him.
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Daydreams of Certain Things

A sleek green monster meets a furry blue monster. Green comes from forest, Blue from fire. They
stare at each other in awe. They share a pineapple to build rapport, fruit both sweet and sharp.
Fondness grows. Green is smitten by Blue’s laugh, a burning house. Blue likes how Green licks leaves
as if they’re lollipops. The monsters speak different body languages. They see from different eyes;
Blue has one and Green has four.

She pinches her skin for signs of recognition. Her tonsils shoot pool with her eyes. Beside her,
someone nods to sleep, drunk, then slips off his stool. The bartenders scowl; they don’t know how
the drunk will get home. What is home? She is not present. Her mind is two grounds with no sense of
found.
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Monsters Aren’t Real

She turns to her lover, “Lend me your fingers.”
Blue’s throat tickles, pesky and incessant. Scratchy. Blue swallows, then coughs, hacks up a hairball,
slimy and swollen. The sight of it makes Blue cry.
Green does not know or feel what Blue knows or feels, but Green knows Blue knows and feels. Green
holds, hands tender, the hairball, looks at Blue without sugar and says, your difference doesn’t scare
me.

He removes one, then the other—pinky, then thumb. She tries them on. He looks right through her.
“Where did you go?”
“I’m here,” she tells him.
She isn’t. Her body is in the restroom, trying not to cry.
Her lover finds her foot by the exit door.
“Something’s wrong,” he knows.
“I’m tired,” she bluffs.
But she feels: I miss people when they’re not with me. My feet, they’re split. It’s shit. I don’t know which
soil is best for growing. I would like to birth sweetness, build cities into kitchens, make butterscotch
fudge. I only fumble.
Her body returns, fuzzy and uncertain. She wipes her eyes and climbs inside. This vessel is hers, she
knows. Still, she holds his fingers—warm, the right size, giving.
“Keep them,” he tells her. “They’re yours.”
They, solid in unreality. They, too, more real than every wish. She presses them to her cheek and
kisses what she fears could never root her. Then she pulls his fingers off.
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“Not yet,” she tells her lover, attaching his thumb to his palm. With his pinky, she adds, “not never.”
He stares at his hand like it’s someone else’s. Dazed, he asks, “Where are you going?”
“Somewhere quiet. With ginger tea.”
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF FRY
June 6, 1458 In a small fishing boat off the coast of feudal
England, a man drops a live fish in boiling oil, eats its flesh.
He claims that the fish told him to, is hanged as a heretic.
February 1763 Deep frying is popularised amongst the
masses worldwide by the Russian Tsar, whose scientists
perfect the art.
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July 18, 1783 The first prince of Portugal is burned alive
in a frying accident; the practice falls out of favour with the
bourgeouis and upper class.

EVERY DAY IS A NEW CHANCE
AND A BIG OBLIGATION

February 12, 1812 Arteries filled with cholesterol are
scientifically proven to be a sufficient replacement for tears.
February 19, 1812 Boiling oil is endorsed by the leading
physicians of Spain as an antibacterial approach to food.
March 1812 The series of scientific discoveries supporting
the health benefits of frying cause a renaissance in the craft.
September 25, 1856 A woman murders her husband, hides
the body under the floorboards of their home and opens a
fish and chip shop in their house to hide the smell. This story
is later adapted into Sweeney Todd: Demon Barber of Fleet
Street.
June 6, 1869 The woman is caught and convicted. Chooses
opera cake for her last meal.
September 25, 1959 A fat golden retriever snarls.
March 18, 1962 The artery-tear coefficient is disproven.
June 19, 1995 Oh what a time to be alive.
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If I have learnt anything from beginner’s Yiddish
it’s that there are many words for potato. My hand
peels through its flesh, then
my flesh. Cuts
my stomach open, lets a low growl gush out.
There’s the Slavic derivative
the Polish
the Ukrainian
the familial
the Russian that used to stretch
so far and wide.
At this moment, I forget all of them.
I walk home and don’t think anything
because I can’t think it in Yiddish.
The Writing Process
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FOOD & WATER

The human body can go three or four days without water. Three weeks without food. Not even
a green bean. Not even a can of tomato sauce. Not even a shriveled baby carrot from the bottom of the
crisper bin of a refrigerator. Not even a gulp of milk.
Lee had been in the basement for two weeks and three days. Seventeen days total. Four
hundred and eight hours. She thought. She estimated. She was starting to lose track of how long it
had been. But she had water. Every morning the wooden slat at the entrance to the basement would
slide open and a thin-fingered hand would deliver a single bottle of water. The fingertips left small
indents in plastic. Lee would put her fingers there, letting her pads settle into the curves. Then drink.
Very, very quietly.
At first, food was the only thing on her mind. The details of how she ended up in the basement
fell away and the biggest, brightest, flashiest bulb in the show was the pulsing memory of the last
meal she’d eaten before all of this. Now it only came in flashes, like a snakebite.
Two Weeks and Three Days Before:
Lee’s mother lived by herself and had lived like that for long enough to be comfortable in it.
Moira kept a dog and called her son on Sundays to ask what he wanted for dinner. Dinner was how
they kept up with things. It was how they reminded one another there was love left after everything
that happened. Even after the darkness that still hung over their heads. Even though they only spoke
one day a week and even that felt like an ache more than a warm, lovely thing.
“Steak would be nice, and I can grill it for us if you want,” David offered over the phone during
their Sunday call. Her only son.To hear him offer to do anything made her heart open in a way she
couldn’t explain to her daughter who she also loved very much, but in a different way. “Your sister
would like that,” Moira said. Then they talked about work for a few minutes until David told her he
had to get off the phone and would she ask if Lee could pick him up for dinner later. She went into the
kitchen and opened the sliding glass door to smoke a cigarette.
David sat on the floor of his studio apartment and leaned forward, his eyes wide and stinging
from staring into the computer screen. “Yeah mom, I love you too. Tell Lee to come get me for dinner
ok? Yeah, I’ll cook the steak the way dad did it. Ok. Yeah. See ya,” he said and flipped the phone closed.
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He went back to reading about Ron and Paula Watson - a couple from Missouri who had a farm just
outside Springfield. They had woken up one morning in 1973 and kissed each other before moving
through their morning routine. Paula started cooking breakfast, she told a newspaper reporter who
had interviewed her after the incident. She was pulling apart thick strips of bacon and laying them flat
in her cast-iron skillet, already slippery with yesterday’s grease. She’d been laying them out to dry
over a paper towel. She snuck a piece for herself and was about to fold it into her mouth when she
heard her husband yell from outside by the cattle barn.
According to Paula, she found her husband on his knees, neck bent back, eyes to the sky. She
recalled to the reporter looking up and seeing something soft and green hovering right above their
dairy cow. On either side of the cow, two small people. They were laying hands on the cow, fingers like
spaghetti noodles. Reaching into the cow’s mouth, feeling around for its tongue.
A car horn honked three times from outside David’s kitchen window. He jumped, wicked
little shivers on his shoulders and back. Lee was outside to pick him up for dinner. David snapped his
computer shut and stared at it, humming quietly on the floor. He thought about everything he’d just
seen in it. Everything he’d read. Every terrible, unthinkable thing. He’d been reading so hard he hadn’t
noticed the sun set and the light leave his apartment. He’d been sitting alone in the dark.
David smoked a Marlboro Red while his sister drove them to their mother’s house. While Lee
drove, David talked about making dinner. He’d start with a Pyrex dish and fill it an inch of the way with
A-1 and teriyaki sauce, the good stuff. “The stuff dad always used.” Then he’d tenderize the steaks.
Pound them with a mallet so the mix would soak into the meat. Black pepper, garlic, just a little bit of
paprika. The way he talked about it made Lee sick to her stomach.
At dinner, David tried to tell Lee and his mother the story he’d read about the mutilated cows.
Paula and Ron. The little silver men. He held up his right hand, flat just above the ledge of the table
and showed them. “Only three feet tall!” Moira chewed and nodded and listened and encouraged.
Lee had four bites. Each bite harder to chew than the last. The meat went bad in her mouth, souring
and sticking to her throat. She pushed the rest to the edge of her plate and focused on her mashed
potatoes, scraping them to the center and swirling them into perfectly smooth waves.
Back in the Basement
Flat on her back on the dirt floor of the basement, hands curled around the water bottle Lee
thought about the steak . She couldn’t feel the lump of meat in her throat but she remembered how
it tasted. Just barely. Lee wished she’d eaten every single bite. How easy it had been to turn up her
nose at the food while her brother chewed, tearing into it with his teeth, each loud bite smacking and
sopping. Lee had been thinking how impossible it was that he could tell them a story about cattle
being ransacked for their organs while they cut into their sirloins.

She could move freely in the basement, but the low ceiling kept her crouched, knees bent
or indian style. Often she’d just lay flat and stare up at the floor of the house, listening. She wanted
to hear them. She wanted to hear them and she never could. They had always been soft spoken,
and every day her hearing got worse. The only thing that got stronger was her sense of smell. The
smell of her own body, not quite putrescent but souring every day. The smell of the dirt beneath her,
everything that had ever been buried in it. The smell of every dead thing they beat and boiled, filleted
and shredded. The smell of skin.
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PAS DE POINT
(NOTES ON A CONDITIONAL LIFE)

Point A existed long before Point B, and yet, at some point, most people seemed to migrate
over to the latter, from A to B. For what it’s worth, Point A was hard to maintain. I mean, the more they
asked of people, the less likely they were to stay. Point B sat right there, untouched between the axes,
a distant landscape waiting to be realized. Points C, D, E, they were all there too, all the way up to Z,
but after some discussion, or maybe through sheer intuition, Point B became the popular destination.
In droves they came, giddy with their new green world to explore, shedding skin and lining the path
from A to B with travelogues. Over at Point B, people built houses that all looked about the same,
pointed at the top, and holed up in them day after day, only comfortable with their decision to do so
when a big snowstorm hit, and even then, they all just got drunk.
Of course, we can’t forget about those who stayed at Point A. The dreamers, the laze-around
types, the idealists. Point A was the way things were meant to be, Point C or D were simply wrong, and
Point B wasn’t even an option anymore. Not that this was of any worry to Point B, they were happy
to let Point A become lala land, with its abstract expressionism and freeform ballet. In fact, Point B
thought more about Point A than A, C, G, or any Point for that matter, thought about Point A. They
would discuss the politics of Point A over dinner at fancy restaurants and joke about their little songs
and dances while Point B grew larger and larger.
“There’s only so long they can keep it up anyway, soon Point A will be a thing of the past. But
don’t tell that to those freaks at Point C, we don’t want them coming over here anyway. And don’t even
get me started on Point D.”
Still, try as they might, no one was ever reallysure they were at the right Point. They called
each other on telephones and constructed lines that spread all the way from Point A to Point Z, an
intricate hexagonal web of bisectors meant to ease the anxiety of having to choose a Point. Bonds
were made, friendships formed, certain Points got along better than others, and soon new segments
started popping up: DG, RT, XZ, etc.
I was a poet at Point A for a long time, spending my days out in the garden, often with a
guitar, writing prose for lovers or friends. We didn’t get much done, my friends and I at Point A, but we
did what we wanted. Naturally, my parents continued to urge me to come to Point B, refusing to openly
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acknowledge all of the other options. Once I found a catalog for Point L on my mother’s nightstand but
never mentioned it. How sad it was to think about her, night after night, lying in bed at B next to my
father, dreaming of getting to L. It was thoughts like this that made me question my place at Point A. I
mean, just because it came first, just because A was easy, did that mean it was t hePoint? We often had
conversations at Point A about Point C and how it obviously was just a response to Point B, and maybe
even just a stepping-stone to Point D. But maybe we were wrong, perhaps Point C was exactly where it
was supposed to be, and just because it was a response to Point B didn’t mean it didn’t have a point!
Not everyone felt like I did, in fact, many people, across all Points, felt the opposite. It was
because of these passionately committed people that we started seeing Point AA, BB, CC, etc. I would
have thought Point B was proud enough already but soon people started moving from Point B to BB,
until it became the norm. Point AA didn’t see as rapid of a growth as Point BB, but there were still
plenty of those at Point A who were fed up with all the hesitance and decided to double down to Point
AA.
AC was the first to show up that jogged my interest, but after a while, plenty, if not all, looked
tempting: SX, HI, even ZZ if just for their intense love and devotion to what others would consider
saturnine. Crippled by all the choices, I stayed out of sheer indecisiveness. Point A shrunk smaller and
smaller as all of my friends found homes elsewhere; Jared ran off to Point W, Jane to XO, Little Mikey,
much to everyone’s surprise, somehow ended up at CC. Soon, the only ones left at Point A were either
those as confused as I, or the few true lovers of Point A, the ones who just didn’t care enough to head
over to Point AA.
Together at Point A we spent all of our time discussing where we wanted to go as lines
connected, axioms formed, planes appeared, geometric fields. Standing at the foot of that infinitely
forking path, one morning, I saw it all zoom out until it was nothing more than one perfect point.
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At the midwifery clinic She is not good for anything but measuring mothers’ bellies and weighing mothers’ babies.
The midwives tolerate her. When people come in to push out people, the midwives do not invite her as they don rubber boots and
raincoats because her face goes from black to gray at the sound of labouring: women who sound like bears.
A woman’s third consecutive child is stillborn and the midwives see now it must be Rh disease and call for an ambulance from
Ouahigouya but this will take a while and all the while the mothers-in-law wail, bellow, the attempted mother
is rotten inside and clap their hands and and thrust their palms and shake their heads at the midwives explaining incompatible blood
types. Sounds like bad magic,
they say.

Water does not run on the family’s compound. The family pulls buckets from the neighbor’s stone well.
The neighbor offers her host father $100USD and one camel or cattle to take her as his fifth wife her host father cannot refuse nor deny; She is his guest, not his. Another man makes claims.
This man mans a makeshift roadside storefront She passes midpoint to and from the clinic.
She learns enough Mori to tell the man (not neighbor) She is not his wife and to respect his wife and child both always sitting/eyeing
on a log next to his stall store. Her host father greets her a few shallow breaths later at the gate, demands She apologize immediately.
She is a good guest, so turns back.

The family lives within the compound’s adobe walls some distance from the road.
Trucks transport rice on this road from the Ivory coast and continue on into the Sahara.
Trucks carry dust. Dust carries disease. The danger barely travels as far as their walls but She is told to cover her face upon leaving
the compound. She leaves to attend to her position at the midwifery clinic on the other end of the village.
It is not a long walk. It is a small village. The sky is bigger, blacker, broader. No electricity, but most nights there is moonlight. If there
is no moon,
there are stars.

East of the Atlantic:

my name is an open door
right where i need a wall

too often uber drivers ask, you know what your name means?
as if, after all this time, he might be the one to explain to me my meaning.
do you know my(?) father? no. i reply yes. i hope he does not press on. he always does.

my(?) father gave me a good muslim name; beautiful queen
i imagine to honor my grandfather, the Oba?
a thick trace on a child to/you leave?

on my mother’s island, my(?) father’s name is the same name of the muslim man who led the coup d’etat.
customs officers there eye me, my ID, me again, remember a state of emergency.
i say my(?) father is not the same man. i say my(?) father is nigerian.
this reassures them some. they nod me on.

my grandfather beat my mother when he first saw her with my(?) father.
my grandfather changed his mind upon learning my(?) father is a doctor.
my grandfather changed his name upon collecting his first pay on the island.
my grandfather’s name was a good british name in the colony from which he came, by boat, indentured.
bossman said that is a black man’s name. you cannot be alexander. youse a indian.
(my grandfather’s pyre burned years before i was born.)
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my(?) father left my mother. i left my mother too.
my(?) father’s uncle paid school fees - his father would not. my uncle raised me - my(?) father would not.
my(?) father’s cheekbones sharp, one scarred three times, vertical. my cheekbones same, scars i try hide.

Jamilah Malika Abu-Bakare

form a father/family from fragments:
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There is a small port inside the wall. Big enough for shipments. Me one ah inform. Me fe ded.
Three communal standpipes and two public restrooms for more than 5,000 people.

1
2

The army shot up Tivoli for five days in May to acquiesce America’s demand for Dudus’ extradition. 73 murdered and one soldier. Dudus
was caught in town at a roadblock on his way to surrender (they say.) They say he was disguised as a woman in a wig, in possession of
a spare, plus matronly glasses and a pair for sun. Between he and Natty (may he rest,) it appears bad man does dress like girl.

The cemetery in Tivoli named May Pen was once the biggest in the Caribbean. There was a time when if you weren’t a gunman, you
was a gravedigger. They built a highschool over the dump. The abattoir still stands. Pigs’ cries come like human (to some.)

To build Tivoli, the JLP razed Back-O-Wall, a PNP tenement yard2 where Bob Marley did grow (Rastafari live.)
Seaga ran the JLP. The CIA ran Seaga. Seaga say Kill Bob Marley because CIA say so and pay plenty money. As per confirmation in my
DMs, Jim Brown shot up the studio but only grazed the I and Rita too (she locks save she.)

Dudus father Jim Brown face all over town. Murals faded now but see dem still, dem living testament to the Original Don. Family name
Coke. Family ran coke.1

Tivoli pickney who appear to you playing are not are lookouts for big people who see every last thing.

More time troops don tags in civvies an’ skip lines to all gogo clubs but sometimes they man tanks, perch, balance AKs across
camouflage laps; demmamek roadblock onnuh mus’ pass fe reach all stage show. Onstage Beenieman sing badword to avoid arrest but
Sizzla bawl bun battiman so police cuff ‘im in full view of front rows but we all kno seh him alright, him wudda mek bail before morning
light. If yuh lucky stage show gwaan til all mawnin. True travel not so safe in the night unless your friend is friend with Dudus or him
gunmen and then, even if sumbaddie a rob yuh, yuh wudda get back yuh money before sundown.

Well mek me tell yuh bout garden / Dung deh no expect nuh flowers / Crazy shoot out wid 5 0 fi hours say Alozade
an’ ‘imma distort alladee gyangstamandemname like dem more badda dan curse cawz informa fe ded an’ badman ah badman.

Tivoli Gardens is a stronghold. Been one. From time. Brick built up inside a stone wall. Concrete projects.
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West of the Atlantic:

Black SUVs the length of the village let out air conditioned big men in starched colonizer suits. They exchange votes for bags of rice.
Blaise Compaoré’s peons really. That one might only whisper behind a low wall directly into an ear. Once inseparable children after
the good boy begged his good father to take in the orphan boy, then inseparable comrades plotted together until one plotted a part,
drank bulletproof magic and murdered Thomas Sankara to seal a coup d’etat. Sankara legislated his cabinet wear traditional cloths for
clothes. They say Blaise’s boys threw Sankara and 12 of his cabinet in a shallow grave under a thin layer of dirt. Dust? Blaise fled to the
Ivory Coast (on the rice road?) after 27 in office.
They say, Ici, c’est comme ça. And Il m’a montré ses jolies dent. Or Vampires, bandits, assassins!
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After Antebellum (no walls in the hold)
ah dus saw
dis ol dood
holdin his open palm out to traffic
holdin weathered pants up to his waist
no belt
no shoes
hollerin code
in the middle of the road
on the white line
at the intersection
light green
ah dus saw
dis ol dood
beat down veteran
-s wheelchair
denim pant legs
empty ragged stained
flipped out (metal) to lay his ends down
gummin popcorn, a black bag (party size)
swishin the black bag bottom sweepin
a wet spot under wheels under speckles of fallen kernels
spits hard bits left over from chewin in his cupped palm
whips that mess hard on that thick plastic CTA shelter
pane
tuh! tuh! splat!
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A DANCE WITHOUT MOVING
Excerpt from Chapter 1

I agreed to a mediation meeting. I didn’t care about the venue but Farida was adamantly
against an enclosed space. She said I lash out if trapped or threatened. So, no boardroom with a
skyline view, no restaurant private booth. She presented a couple of options to Jean-Luc — the patio at
the yacht club, the garden cafe in the Art Institute courtyard, or the bistro attached to the driving range
along the lake. As expected, Jean-Luc chose the driving range. The plan was hit a few balls, loosen up
with some chit-chat, then retire to lunch and hash out a deal. Get the charges against me dropped in
exchange for some sort of retraction.
“No apology,” I insisted. “A retraction is painful enough.”
“Fine,” Farida said. “But stick to the script.”
Stick to the script. Don’t go off script, she reiterated on our morning prep call.
I was the first to arrive at the driving range. I tee’d off on a booth on the second level
overlooking the lake.
I stretched gingerly before hitting four or five balls. Leisurely strokes. Getting the gears
moving.
“Couldn’t wait for me, huh?” called Jean-Luc from the bottom of the stairwell.
“I’d grow old waiting for you.”
He looked smug. The gleeful smugness of a man with a boot on his adversary’s throat.
And his smugness wasn’t helped by his face, a comically French face right out of Asterix and Obelix.
Everything large and exaggerated. Jowls, nose, eyebrows. We shook hands stiffly. In different
circumstances, we’d have embraced.
“You’re already old,” he said. “How’s retirement?”
“I’m not retired. I was fired.”
His smile narrowed a fraction but didn’t give. That’s not my fault, his eyes said.
He retrieved his driver from his golf bag, a gorgeous leather sleeve with the letters JLL
embroidered in gold down its side. He dropped a ball onto the matting and, without even a cursory
warm-up, hacked at it. It didn’t go very far.
I hit one sweetly into the clouds.
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talent.”
We avoided talking about the case. For many reasons but most importantly Farida still hadn’t
shown up. I tried to enjoy the sun, the steady improvement in my strokes, the sounds of merrymaking
drifting in from the Lakeshore. The only comments we made were golf-related; light teasing gave way
to encouragement. It took us half an hour to remember the game thwarts everyone, plaintiffs and
defendants, old friends and old enemies. I was always a much better golfer than him. But it was a
mediation meeting. I reined it in. Going for accuracy, not distance.
After consecutive slices, Jean-Luc sighed and snapped off his glove. “I have a question. I
understand if you don’t want to answer because your lawyer isn’t here yet. She’d probably advise you
to keep your mouth shut.”
I wiggled my seven-iron to indicate ‘sure, let’s hear it’.
“You can have an opinion on the Nataraja. You think it’s a forgery. I disagree but fine. I accept
that someone can have this opinion.”
The way he said ‘opinion’ showed how little he thought of it.
“But the FBI is not investigating the purchase. You went out of your way to call the statue
fake. You said it to the press. You went over the heads of your agency superiors. Basically, you
launched a personal vendetta over one opinion.”
Again, he spat out opinion like it was snake juice. Thinking, preparing a response, I held a
practice stroke.
He wasn’t done. “Uncalled for, you made a categorical assertion that our statue is a fake.
Why? Why not stay in your damn lane? You forced us to respond. You see that, no?”
In my head, Farida steadied me — ‘stay on script’.
Jean-Luc shook his head, puzzled. “I feel bad, you know, that you’re in a mess. But you see
how it’s hard to have sympathy, no?”
I scratched the matting with the seven-iron. “Anyone can have an opinion. An idiot walking
down the street can say, ‘hey, that looks fake.’ Opinions are worthless. Only judgments have value.
We pay a doctor to make a diagnosis. We pay a lawyer to give us counsel. These aren’t just opinions
though people call them that. We pay people to make judgment calls. Judgments that carry weight.
And sometimes, they carry liability. I understand that. But I didn’t make a career at the FBI by offering
opinions and not taking accountability. And you didn’t make your career that way either. When I was
a rookie, Alireza Jahanbaksh, JB, you remember him, he said, ‘Ziad, sois professionel’. So, yeah, I’m a
professional. That means no fence-sitting.”
Jean-Luc’s eyes hardened. I sensed a change from curiosity to defensiveness. He took his
frustration out on the ball, hitting a drive a fair distance longer than my previous shot. He held the
follow through smugly. I hadn’t stuck exactly to the script but it was full of broad truisms and not
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connected to the case so I told myself Farida wouldn’t mind.
“You’re so full of theories,” said Jean-Luc, examining the head of his driver. “Here’s a theory
for you.” He dropped a ball onto the matting, rolled it into place with the sole of his shoe. “When
someone approaches the end of their career, it’s natural to look backwards. To reflect on the legacy
they’ve left behind. And some people aren’t happy with what they see.”
I watched his shot. It flew straight and true — a shot born of relaxation. I realized that he
wasn’t really worked up. He was pretending to be worked up to see if I’d react. He was sticking to a
prepared script of his own.
“This isn’t just you and me I’m talking about. I’ve seen it with my friends in academia. They
spend decades contributing to journals half-read by the same dozen buffoons they see at the same
conferences. It dawns on them that once they were the brightest stars now they’re on the fringe of the
galaxy. Do not go gentle into that goodnight, they decide.”
I tried to focus on my practice strokes. I wanted to keep him out of my head and get my ball to
land within a few yards of the first flag.
“And so, in their final days, they make a final grab for the limelight. How?”
He hits another ball a few yards past my last effort.
“Through controversy. And through the ultimate protest against a slow passage to
irrelevance — implosion. Maybe it’s an extra-marital affair but not a discrete one. Or a racist rant
disguised as a defense of free speech.”
He rested his club on his foot. I felt his full attention on my back as I repeated my practice
stroke.
“Or, in your case, a self-destructive gesture that looks like martyrdom but is just attentionseeking behavior. Like a child. Hey, everyone, look at me, Ziad Tamim. I alone have the courage to say
the emperor wears no clothes. I alone have the balls to say the statue is fake. And the art market is
corrupt. I’m pure. You’re all dirty. Fuck you!”
When I sensed he was done, I hit my shot. The ball struck the flag on the bounce and
remained a foot from the hole. My shot spoke for me — if you’re trying to goad me, it isn’t going to
work.
When, instead of answering, I set another ball into place, Jean-Luc huffed and reached for a
ball of his own. I knew his monologue was designed to get in my head before the mediation meeting.
He liked head-games and power moves. He always had. The extra-long handshake, standing too close,
demanding people repeat themselves, taking forever to answer direct questions. Once, at the Deputy
Attorney General’s office in D.C., he arrived forty-five minutes late, double-espresso balanced on a
saucer. He complained about the room — it’s too cold in here; the lighting is oppressive; these chairs
hurt my tail-bone; why couldn’t you book a room that overlooks the Mall? Then said his opinion on the
case had changed and walked out the room. He was our expert witness so when he left, the case went
with him, too.
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“Oof, some shot. That’s the shot of a retired man who’s had six months off to practice.”
I lifted a ball out of the bucket and snuck it into my pocket for luck. “Innate, unteachable
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But, his words hadn’t hit far from home. Legacy had been on my mind, as it would be for
anyone who’d been fired after twenty-eight years of service. I held my follow-through and watched
an ingenious vehicle — part tractor, part vacuum cleaner — suck up the golf balls dotting the lawn. I
thought to myself, if I had been the engineer who designed that, I could die a happy man. I could say
this is what I came up with — isn’t it beautiful? Isn’t it useful?
***

The Writing Process
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Granite

Reach

Carnival

Transcription
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sita’s story – revision #1
in this version sita is a dark girl
						

blowing frenzied curls out of her face, 		

						 desperately rubbing Fair and Lovely
							into soil cheeks
							inherited
							 from her birth mother.
sunaina tells her this
is the only way god 		
the worst happens— 		

can love her. until

sita

of alabaster brow, sita
		

of glowing coals for eyes set

			in porcelain skin
faces an indigo husband she spent an entire lifetime turning white
		

for, delivering an ultimatum she

		

bake her skin back to mud.

the next day sita buries that tube
of skin-whitening cream 			
		

into her mother’s womb. there

roots strangle it dry. there

loam swallows it. there
it grows
browner

and browner

				to this day.
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sita’s story – revision #2

sita’s story – revision #3

in this version sita

i’m four and sita 		

my grandmother

					compared to.

is thirteen years old

she would never throw a tantrum about

				

being told it’s her last day of school.

is the first girl i’m

her dinner. but in this version

her mind is a hollow belly

			i

swollen with famine.

teach her to name famine
her wildest lover. how it

in this version she
secrets herself away on jatayu’s back.

impregnates us. how

tumbles through mud roof
we give birth
		

of an ashram. sita

won’t leave. her birthmother

to miasmas of snot

				and rage.

curls tender roots

around her thighs

in this version i
explain snot
to a goddess. how

so soldiers can’t drag her
home and marry her

		

after hours of screaming

		

the soft press of tissue, a command

to love-struck boys who won her. the
			blow
wood door becomes infested		

with vines, so

demons can’t snatch her for

		becomes

prayer

fun. sita learns the secret
laid at your feet. in this
to why fire and water are enemies. when

version sita crawls

cerulean husband-to-be comes charging

next to me.

through the creeper-congested door

asks

all he finds is a slow rivulet
what is prayer? 		
trickling into the trees
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i tell her:

				us.
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sita’s story – revision #4

sita’s story – revision #6

(inspired by Uda Devi)
in this version, it’s 1910. sita
in this version urmila’s feet
eat sandstone steps. she screams

		ayah to a cross
			mary lennox

the rakshasas are coming!
sits on dirt
and sita ties

at her sulky mistress’s
feet. mud

long black river hair into brisk knot
grabs rifle

in her skin shudders.

courage.
in this version when
her banyan tree curls
loving spindle arms

she prays for ground
to swallow, it won’t.

around waist.lifts her
into its soft tresses. there
she screams

her mother unhinges
jaws, sprouts curses
fountaining at

bullet
rakshasas feet. one
after bullet
			into demons’ trunks.

by one they’re
buried

in this version when demanded
proof of faith

six feet
deep. in this

fire eats her

version mary
never forgets

inside out. and still
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sita

she isn’t afraid.
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hands gathered
		head curved
soaking prayer in
darkness.
in this version when
				mary tries
stealing blossoms
back from death
earth
will not
forgive.

The Writing Process
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THE PRISONER AND THE GUARD

A prison cell. Pedro and Aaron are sitting on opposite sides of the
stage; bars separate them. When Pedro speaks, he has a slight
Hispanic accent.
PEDRO
Why am I here? I’ve been here for months and I don’t know why.
		Silence.
PEDRO
ANSWER ME! ANSWER ME! WHY AM I HERE!?
AARON
SHUT UP!
PEDRO
WHY AM I HERE?
		

Aaron grabs Pedro through the bars.

AARON
If you’re going to speak, speak English.
PEDRO
I am! I am speaking English.
AARON
This is America.
PEDRO
I know.
AARON
So speak English.
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PEDRO

AARON
You can understand me, I’m clearly speaking English.

		

AARON

(Casually, as if talking about the weather)

When I was a young boy I had a step-father. He was very cruel to me. He would starve me
No you’re not.

		

and beat me. My mother loved him, though I don’t know why. He was a disgusting pig of a

Silence. Aaron lets go of Pedro.

man; he was dirty, he was lazy, he was fat. He convinced her that he was disciplining me for

PEDRO

things I didn’t do, and that I deserved the punishment. I think
Why am I here? I just want to know why I’m here.

			(MORE)

You’re here because it’s where you belong.

AARON

AARON
PEDRO

my mom knew he was lying, but she didn’t do anything about it. She loved him more than
me. My mother died a few years after marrying him, and he became my sole guardian. And

ButAARON

so all of things that my mom would do for him- cooking and cleaning and everything, all
That is why you’re here. That is the only reason why you’re here.

that became my responsibility. At first I refused to do it, but then I found out that his ways of

Because you belong here.

torturing me when my mother was alive were nothing like his new ways. Maybe he knew he

PEDRO

could only get away with so much when my mom was alive, but now that she was dead and I
Will I ever leave?

was a burden, he went sadistic. He went from general hitting to using tools. Pliers, hammers,

AARON

baseball bats, whatever was around, he’d use it. I eventually gave in to his demands. I served
That’s not up to me.

on his every beck and call. I anticipated his needs. I basically made sure he had absolutely

PEDRO

no reason to abuse me. All of my wounds healed; I snuck food when he wasn’t looking, and
Who is it up to?

I started exercising in secret to gain strength. Finally, I felt like I could overtake him. And so

AARON

one day, seemingly out of the blue- he wasn’t paying attention, and it was the first chance I
You. When you don’t belong here anymore, you can leave.

had- I tackled him to the ground, and beat him until he was unconscious. Then I sat him in a

PEDRO

chair and tied a rope around him. When he woke up, I subjected him to every kind of torture
How will I know when I don’t belong here?

he had done to me. I beat him with whatever tools I could find. He kept passing out, so I’d

AARON

stop until he’d come to, and then start again. But then, when I got sick of it and was ready
You’ll figure it out. Or you won’t. Who’s to say?

for it to be over, I fed him. He had starved me to the brink of death, fed me enough to barely

		Silence.

stay alive. So I decided to do the opposite. I fed him, and fed him, and fed him. All the food on

PEDRO

the house, I gave to him, one by one, force fed to him. When he threw up, I made him eat his
Why are you here?

AARON

vomit. He eventually died.
		Silence.

Somebody needs to be.

AARON

PEDRO

So there you have it.
So why you?

		Silence.
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PEDRO
I’m... I’m sorry?
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AARON

AARON
That’s it. That’s the end of that story.

I SAID SPEAK ENGLISH!

		Silence.

Aaron headbutts Pedro’s forehead, which starts to bleed. He lets go, and Pedro falls

PEDRO

to the ground.
Why did you tell me this?

AARON

AARON

My step-father never abused me. He loved me.
You asked me why I’m here. That is why I’m here. Because I became an expert at torture.

PEDRO
But... you just told me that he tortured you.

		Silence.
AARON

PEDRO

No I didn’t. You must have misheard me.

I just want to go home.
		

Aaron grabs Pedro through the bars.

PEDRO

AARON

I just want to go home... I don’t want to be here.
SPEAK ENGLISH!

AARON

PEDRO

At least you have a choice.

			

(Attempting an “American” accent)

Okay... I will! I will speak English.

		

Suddenly, the prison warden comes in, on the same side as Pedro.

WARDEN

AARON

What happened to you?
What did you think of my story?

PEDRO

PEDRO

He attacked me.

			

(Attempting an “American” accent)

WARDEN

It... it was sad. It made me sad.
AARON

Speak English, dammit!
PEDRO

Why?

Him. He attacked me. He headbutted me through the bars.

PEDRO

		

			

(Attempting an “American” accent)

You were the victim. You were just defending yourself. Your father-

The Warden looks at Aaron.

WARDEN
		(To Aaron)

AARON

You’re going back into solitary.
Step-father.

		(To Pedro)

PEDRO

Pathetic. Take the rest of the day off. Go home.

			

(Attempting an “American” accent)

Right. Step-father. He abused you. None of this is your fault.
AARON

The warden opens a door in the bars, puts Aaron in handcuffs, and exits.
PEDRO
I can’t go home. I CAN’T GO HOME.

My step-father never abused me.
PEDRO 			

		Curtain.

(Back to a Hispanic accent)

But... but you said-
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Mexican Sand1

Mexican food melts my heart. I love the spicy flavors, but will
admit, I had never tried any Mexican baked goods. You know how
much I love baking, so when I saw the recipe for Conchas, a
Mexican sweet bread with a cinnamon topping, in the BHG
magazine “Ultimate Mexican”, I knew I had to try it. This was my
first time making these, so my topping on some of them slid a bit,
but overall they were easy to make and tasted fabulous.

Redacted from www.amandascookin.com, where there is a recipe for “Conchas – Mexican

1

Sweet Bread”
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warm water,
let stand for ten minutes. Stir in evaporated milk, 1/3 cup sugar,
melted butter, egg, and salt. Stir on 2 cups flo2 cu flour and the 1/2
teaspoon cinnamon to make the dough.
Turn dough out onto lightly floured surface. Knead 3-5 minutes,
until smooth and elastic. Shape into a ball and transfer to a bowl,
turn he dough to coat. Cover and let riseuntil doubled, about 60-75
minutes.
Meanwhile, for the topping, in medium bowl, beat softened butter with
mixer on medium for 30 seconds. Add 2/3 cup sugar, beat
until well mixed. Stir in 1 cup flour, 2 teaspoons cinnamon, and
vanilla.
Punch down the dough then cover an let stand ten minutes. Divide
dough into 12 pieces. Roll each piece into a ball and place 3
inches apart on a parchment lined baking sheet. press balls down
slightly. Divide topping into 12 balls, pat each ball flat. Place one round
of topping onto each dough ball.
Use a sharp paring knife to cut grooves in the topping to resemble a
scallop shell. Cover rolls and

let

rise until doubled, about 45 minutes.eanwhile, preheat oven to 375 F.
Bake rolls 18-20 minutes, or until light golden brown. Remove from
baking sheet and cool on wire
racks.
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ORDINARY SPEAK

DOB: 27 YRS
SEX: FEMALE

Clinical History: menstrual pain so severe the patient’s body bends in half; time twirls in slow
motion, becomes one with her womb and dilates to forever. Pain has been a tenant in this
body for a long while.
Technique: Squirted gel massaged on abdominal area with a cold iron-like device to evaluate
abdomen and pelvis
Findings:

ABDOMINAL USG

Something that aint supposed to grow here, lives here.
Who was it that carried anguish against the ancestors for not resisting colonization?
This body too coils at its own betrayal - as it houses an expat invasion
Liver: all good bruh
Gall bladder: never been better
Kidneys: king of norm
Pancreas and spleen: healthy and clean
PELVIC USG

Right ovary: not looking so good love.
Left ovary: just okay for now.
Uterus looking mad shady I aint gonna lie, but so far, all good.
Impression:
1. Findings suggestive of a body trying to eat itself up. Cells spiraling in excess, frothing
at the edge of its own mouth, only to swallow it back.
2. Something tied the ovary up in knots. And then, asked it to dance in clots.
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Sick Toes
Me and Duufs admire our new matchy-matchy sandals in class and oh how glad I am that my toes are

The gasp that escapes my mouth has a guttural choke at the end of its lifespan.

back to normal and looking like “fresh cocoyams” like mommy said. A week ago the brown of the skin

Girl-with-her-name-starting-with-a-D’s big toe forms in my head. Big toe with the sides peeling and a

between my toes molded into rot, peeling away and revealing soft painful pink. Mommy threw out all

moldy tenderness at the back of the toe gently slides into a salivated mouth. Bile rushes my throat.

my socks and for days, dried my shoes in the sun. I miss my lucky black shoes but Duufs has a pair so

Duufs comes out of her cubicle. The girls still giggling.

that makes everything better.

“Are you okay?”

The bell rings and everybody runs to the field in their PE pants, but Duufs says she needs to weewee

I nod. I tell her, hurry and wash your hands so we can get out of here.

badly. I ask, did she really need to weewee right now, can we at least get to the field so Mr. Addo

“Oh em gee Dorothea. How did it feel like? What did you do?”

doesn’t call us latecomers? She says she really really needs to weewee and because she’s my best

Dorothea. That’s her name.

friend forever, we go to the ladies room together.
“TOTO is good for boys and girls”
“Andrew Aboagye Andy Dacosta was here som”
“Who’s that girl? Lalalalalalalala. Rowena’s that girl, lalalalalalalala”
“Fuck Matematiks”
There’s bad handwriting above the sink I can’t read well but know right away it is Yasmin’s. That girl
writes like a chicken in flight. I wait as Duufs pees, tapping my feet loudly to prompt her and her notime management bladder.
“Maya, he’s soooo romantic and also soooo strange.”
I know that voice. It’s coming from the cubicle at the far end of the urinal. Same voice that leads us
in the school anthem during morning assembly. I think she’s in JHS 2. Doreen? Dora? Doris? It starts
with D
“Oh tell me, tell me! What did you guys do?”
“Mary I have to marry this boy! He bought me a whole pack of Kingsbite, - a whole pack o? The big size
too! And then he gave me a CD- said it was a playlist to tell me exactly how he feels”
“Oh my god! How sweet is that?!”
“I know right! Isn’t he sweet! And then we went to sit on his bed to watch a movie. And then he got up
from the bed, kissed my hand like a gentleman and kneeled in front of me. Maya I’m so glad I wore the
pink panties! Imagine if I had worn some nyamanyama panties.” Eager laughter
“And then what happened? Tell me, tell me!”
“He caressed my leg and put his cheek on it, and then he put my right big toe in his mouth!”
“Whaaat? In his mouth?”
“In his mouth!” They break into a great big giggle.
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Wandering Feet

At night, a dream of your almost-mother-in-law.

The night of your twenty ninth birthday you lay in bed with your own piss. Stare at the ceiling long

starts as prayer and ends in an unsent message.

enough – it is a simile come to life; damp mix of tiredness and about-to-dry-but-not-quite smell.

You wake, booger tearing eyelids apart.

Bad, not as bad as pain that twists your body into the shape of a wounded heron.

Survive this, survive anything.
This place where you are right now

The doctor uses a numbered cartoon face from 0 to 10 as a pain scale.

God circled on a map for you

The pain crescendos inside your shoulder. Not skin deep, not bone bruise – inside.

Our Beloved has bowed there knowing

Deep down. A place your fingers can’t reach. And if you could just dig your fingers and caress it,

You were coming.

perhaps the pain will subside.
Pain that surges like a charged wave, spitting out of its own mouth froth of excess, as though a demon
calls its name, and then, in a moment of indecisiveness it shrinks back into a slow beat. Only to
resume after a while.
You want to say pain that blinds you so slowly you can see the gene of the orange wall – a crisp
sweltering colour that glides into your brain to supersede its numbness. Is this how white noise feels?
You want to say pain so stale it surprises you such mold can thrive

The thing about hunger is it can rage and rage and rage,
and then subsides into calm quiet,
when you remember how much food
you would be eating now if you were in your mother’s house,
it rears its head

You want to say 11. But you point to 10 of the chart and close your eyes

This place where you are right now
God circled on a map for you
This place where you are right now

Our Beloved has bowed there knowing

God circled on a map for you

You were coming.

Our Beloved has bowed there knowing
You were coming.

how shitty your lovers feel:
to them the way you articulate your hurt

Anxiety knots your belly like an unborn child.

matters

Rises like a pimp who knows his bitches fear him.

more than actual wounds they’ve carved into you.

rambles and rambles and rambles and rambles.
This place where you are right now

This astounds you.
This place where you are right now

God circled on a map for you

God circled on a map for you

Our Beloved has bowed there knowing

Our Beloved has bowed there knowing

You were coming.

You were coming.
- Hafiz

When your account hits negative for the sixteenth time
This place where you are right now
God circled on a map for you
Our Beloved has bowed there knowing

Financial freedom, where are you?

You were coming.
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This place where you are right now
God circled on a map for you
Our Beloved has bowed there knowing
You were coming.

Feet, wander to where gloom flees.
Please.

The Writing Process

*This place where you are right now excerpt of poem by Hafiz
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THIS HAPPENED
FOR REAL #2
In 1993, I moved to Atlanta from my native Madrid. Later that year I started classes in one of the local
public universities.
The first time I used the bathroom in the library I found the stalls covered with messages. I remember
trying to read the messages one by one. I visited other restrooms, more messages. In Spain, I had
never seen anything like it.
I found detailed calls for sexual meetings. In cases with phone numbers and in other cases with days
and locations to meet at specific times and places.
There were obscene messages, homophobic messages, jokes, drawings, and toilet wisdom. Before AOL
chatrooms, Internet forums, Craigslist Personals, before Facebook walls, and Twitter, before hookup
apps and fakes news, there were bathroom stalls; anonymous opportunities for connection, virtual and
real, for bullying, for catharsis.
I wish I had taken photos.
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He She
Zero One
Us Them
Old Young
Rural Urban
Left Righ
Blue Red
Fat Thin
East West
Up Down
Rich Poor
Cis Trans
Evil Good
Real Fake
Large Small
Saint Sinner
North South
White Black
Bottom Top
Order Chaos
Right Wrong
Student Faculty
Decent Indecent
Citizen Immigrant
High-Brow Low-Brow
Intentional Accidental
Objectionable Acceptable
Pornographic Wholesome
Privileged Oppressed
Masculine Feminine
Wisdom Stupidity
Straight Gay

Emilio Williams

Emilio Williams

BRIEF HISTORY OF
AMERICAN BINARIES

The Writing Process

[Repeat as needed]
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NOCTURNE (an excerpt)

1.

B flat. G. B flat. G.
The monitor is beeping the same pitches over and over again. They bring to mind the notes

that start that famous Chopin piece, the nocturne whose name I can’t remember.
The B flat leads to the G natural and I want the machine to go on and play the rest of it,
dammit, but it doesn’t because the monitor knows only those two notes. They are linked to my body in
some way that I don’t understand.
I hear the nocturne in my head but every time I continue the phrase, those two notes force
me to start over, like an elastic band whipping me back to the beginning. The monitor beeps over and
over, leading to nowhere, even though I can hear the music it wants to play.
“Are you ready?” I recognize my nurse, though her face and hair are covered. Jane’s eyes are
large and blue and kind. She pats my hand, careful not to press on the IV needle embedded in my vein.
“Count backwards from one hundred,” she says as I am covered in warm, heavy blankets.
100, 99, 98...B flat, G, B flat…
2.

The first time I considered freezing my eggs, I was thirty-four years old. A few years earlier,

when I was about to turn thirty, my friend Sarah had said to me, “Don’t worry. When you get married
and are ready to have a baby, I’ll send you to my big brother. He heads the IVF clinic at the University
hospital. He’ll straighten you right out.” She’d given my shoulder a reassuring pat. “A bunch of my
friends have gone to him and they all have babies, now.”
3.

Every February, I get a new bill. Oocyte Storage Fee: $304.00. I’m not sure where they are

stored, but I always send my payment promptly.
“Don’t worry,” Melody reassures me, “we’ll never discard your eggs without contacting you
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“What do you mean, your ‘ghost’?” he asked, ashen.

certified letter from us in the mail. We’ll hound you.” I hear the smile in her voice over the telephone,

So, I told him. I told him about all the times I’d seen her and how she was harmless, really.

against the hospital sounds.
This year, the storage fee went up to $380.00.

Tricia Park

Tricia Park

first. We make absolutely certain that you don’t want them anymore. You’ll get emails, calls, and a

But I didn’t tell him that I liked her. That I enjoyed seeing her run by. That she seemed happy and I
liked having her around. That I liked her company.

And yes, that is her real name.

He stared at me as I explained, pasta sauce dripping off of the wooden spoon in his limp hand.
He turned to pick up his beer bottle, taking a long swig. I watched his Adam’s apple bob.

4.

When I was a grad student living in Manhattan, I had a tiny L-shaped studio apartment in

The next morning, her told me he’d barely slept, worried that she might return.

Midtown. The first time I saw her, I was reading on the sofa when she flitted by my peripheral vision,

I never saw her again.

skipping in a flouncy dress and a bowl haircut. She was maybe five or six years old and she ran left to
right.

7.
I had the impression that she was me, or a version of me.

(Mature), Metaphase I (Immature), Germinal Vesicle (most Immature) and Atretic.

I wasn’t ever afraid when I saw her and it was never predictable, when she would show up.

My second cycle is even more successful than the first. They retrieve more mature eggs.

But she was always running. When I would turn to catch sight of her, she would be gone. My images of
her were fleeting but weirdly concrete. Her blurry edges left an indelible image.

The post-op letter from the hospital includes a chart breakdown of my oocytes: Metaphase II

Mature. Immature. Do the immature eggs act out like bratty teenagers, I wonder, making
snarky remarks from the back of the classroom, staying out past midnight? Do they ignore their

Mental Polaroids.

moms’ texts? Do the mature ones have balanced checkbooks, a Roth IRA, and a savings account they

I never mentioned her to anyone.

never, ever touch? Do they call their mothers every Sunday at noon, on the dot?
Retrieve. “Go fetch.” I imagine my surgeon as hunting dog, on a mission to save my fertility.

5.

The last time I was in Iowa, I ran into Jane at the Motley Cow. I was sitting at the bar when the

They even call it that: fertility preservation.

hostess seated a stylish older couple next to me. The woman had a blunt cut bob, cat’s eye glasses,

That’s what people assume, that freezing your eggs preserves your fertility indefinitely. That

and wore a large turquoise necklace. I felt her looking at me and when I turned we exclaimed at the

my eggs stay perfect and intact, waiting peacefully for me somewhere on a bucolic hillside in the

same time.

Midwest. “You’re fine,” older female friends tell me. Female friends who all had their children the old-

Out of her scrubs, Jane was a stranger to me. My surprise turned to shyness. But this time
she held my hand and said, “You know, you’re still our best patient. You hold the record for the most

fashioned way. Their faces look the same; worried and then relieved. “How smart you are,” they say,
congratulating me. “Now, you have nothing to worry about.”

eggs! And don’t worry, they are safe and sound, waiting for you when you are ready.”
8.

During my first cycle, I was on the road, performing at a music festival on the West Coast. As

a touring musician, my normal travel anxiety is about my violin and the belligerent flight attendants I
6.

“What was that?” my boyfriend asked, a strangle in his voice. He slammed the 			

refrigerator door shut.

(FYI: violins always fit in the overhead).

“What was what?” I asked back, nervous now for the first time.

When someone asks how much my violin costs, I ask how much their house costs.

“I thought I saw a little girl,” he said.

But that summer, my luggage was filled with expensive medications encased in tiny glass

I don’t know why I smiled but I did.

vials and needles of varying lengths. Bottles of rubbing alcohol and antibacterial soap. I worried the

“What did she look like?” I asked, gripping half an onion.

whole flight, unsure what I would do if my bag was lost, unsure if I would have to start the whole

“She was little, wearing a dress.”

process over. I was relieved when my bag thumped out onto the carousel at LAX. I swung my violin

Until that moment I didn’t know who she was.

onto my back as I left the terminal.

“That’s my ghost.”
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have to fight when they insist that it will not fit in the overhead.

Over the next two weeks, I performed sonatas by Beethoven, a Prokofiev string quartet, and
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11.

auditions and competitions.

me.

Every night, I returned to my room and stood alone under the bright lights of my bathroom,
peering into my laptop balanced on the counter, carefully following how-to videos online to prepare

The technician was short and blonde with tight, Shirley Temple curls. Pam, her name tag told
“Okay, here’s your gown,” she said, passing me a stack of scratchy blue material. “Take off

everything, including your underwear. You can keep your bra on.”

hormone injections that I would shoot into my abdomen. Other injections went into my thighs. My

“Can I keep my socks on?” I asked, shivering on the chilly linoleum.

concert gowns concealed a bouquet of bruises that bloomed across my body.

“Yes,” she said, not making eye contact as she left.

At first, my hands shook when I tapped the air bubbles out of the syringe and my fingers

During the ultrasound, Pam stared at her monitor. I gazed at the television screen overhead,

quivered as I aimed the needle at my belly. But after a few days, I began to feel strong. I was taking

watching the black and white blobs morph large and small as she moved the wand. I shifted in the

care of my future. I was making a choice for myself.

stirrups.

“This is amazing, what you’ve done,” my friend, Sunshine, would tell me later, holding my face
as I cried. “You have sent a huge sign to the Universe. You are showing that you ready for all of it; a

“Hold still, please,” Pam said to me, the keyboard clicking every few minutes as she stopped
to take a new image.

mate, a child, a family. You’re ready for your future. The Universe has no choice but to answer.”

“You have beautiful ovaries,” she said, staring at the monitor.
My first reflex was to be pleased, as though I’d finished performing a concerto in front of

9.

Sarah’s brother sat down with me for my first post-op visit. He drew a messy sketch in his

thousands of people leaping to their feet in ovation. Me and my beautiful ovaries. The absurdity of the

doctor’s handwriting. Starting at the top of the page, he wrote down the number of eggs he’d retrieved

situation hit me all at once. Hysterical laughter and a sudden, deep sorrow bubbled up as I heard the

and he began to account for all the factors - my age, possible mutations and variables, percentage

phrase echo in my head. Beautiful ovaries, beautiful ovaries, beautiful ovaries.

chance of egg viability, how many could be lost during thawing - and slowly drew lines down the page,
crossing out egg after egg until there was only one left. The diagram looked like a reverse family tree,

Pam furrowed her brow as she turned to look at me, annoyed that I was moving. When she
saw the tears streaming down into my hair, her eyes widened and she stopped the procedure.

beginning with the descendants and ending with one lone circle.

“Why are you crying? Are you in pain?” she asked, handing me a tissue.

“Normally, egg freezing is done to preserve the fertility of women who are undergoing

But I couldn’t stop. I felt so crazy.

chemotherapy. And, of course, you know that insurance doesn’t cover these procedures. So, while it’s
understandable if it’s not financially feasible for you, I would recommend a second cycle. But, whatever

Hiccupping, I said, “I don’t know. This isn’t where I thought I’d be at my age. I just...I 		
don’t know.”
Her face softened and she put a hand on my ankle. “I know. No one ever thinks this is where

you decide, you still did very well.”
He circled the last egg.

they’ll be, dear.” The ‘dear’ sounded awkward but the awkwardness was right, somehow. “This is hard
for everyone, even with a partner. But you are doing great. And you really do have beautiful ovaries.

10.

At the time, the number of eggs listed in those letters meant little to me. It was only years

later that I understood why Jane congratulated me every time I saw her, as if I’d won some trophy.

You’re doing really great.” She gave my ankle a pat. “You ready to keep going?” she asked, a hand
poised over the keyboard.

Like I’d performed some extraordinary feat.
Trained performer that I am, I somehow relished her praise, clung to it. I cling to it, still, as
some beacon of hope that shines into an unknowable future.
Only later when I learned of my other friends’ results - younger friends - did I realize anything

12.

and then we get divorced. In another life, I marry my second boyfriend at twenty-three and we have
one child and get divorced. In both those lives, my parents disown me until the children arrive.
In another life, I quit the violin and become a doctor and give birth to one child and adopt a

at all about my own numbers. And only later, still, did I learn about atretic or dark eggs. The ones that
are compromised. The dying eggs.

In another life, I elope with my first boyfriend when I am nineteen and we have three children

second. In another life, I am a wildly successful business woman and I hire a surrogate to carry my
child.
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Brahms piano trios. I coached young high school musicians, some of whom were preparing for college
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In another life, I become a Buddhist nun.
In yet another, I meet my soulmate at music camp when we are eight. We marry twenty years

15.

The Korean word for Mother is Ummoni.

later and have a family and live happily ever after. In another, I meet the same said soulmate at eight,

The Korean word for Mom or Mommy is Umma.

marry him twenty years later, have a child, but leave him when he cheats on me. In yet another, I

The Korean word for Grandmother is Halmoni.

cheat on him and he stays.

My American friends think I am saying “Harmony”.

In another life, I am the star I was supposed to be.

It is easier not to correct them.

In one other, none of this matters.
16.
13.

One Saturday, when I was sixteen, my mother picked me up from Juilliard. I slammed the car

I was too young to be out past curfew.

door shut, holding my violin between my knees as I pulled on my seatbelt, the yellow taxis behind us
honking, dissonant and loud. As was our family’s way, we sat silently in the car, crossing Central Park

I was too young to know what to do when a sixty-five year old conductor kissed me full on the
lips when my parents weren’t looking.

to our apartment on the East Side.
“Why don’t I have a boyfriend, Umma?” I said quietly, almost to myself. “Why do all the other

As a teenager, I was told I was too young to have a boyfriend.

I was too young to know what to do when a mentor grabbed my ass and told me I was getting
hotter every time he saw me.

girls have boyfriends and I don’t? What’s wrong with me?”

Now, I am too old to have roommates.

“There’s nothing wrong with you,” my mother said in brusque Korean. She swerved to miss

I am too old to still be calling my mother and father ‘Mommy’ and ‘Daddy’.

a deep pothole. “You are precious and special. You are like silk. Silk is more expensive than cotton.

I am too old to be this uncertain.

Cotton is easier to take care of, to be sure, and cheaper. But silk is more valuable. It will happen when

I am too old to still be waiting.

the time is right.”
She leaned over to tighten my ponytail as we waited for the light to turn.

17.

My mother tells this story:
At a picnic for my father’s medical school alumni, my mother was by far the youngest wife. At

14.

What would happen if it were men’s biological clocks that rang loudest between ages twenty

and thirty-five?

The bulgogi sizzled on the grill, clouds of fragrant smoke wafting up through the trees into

Would people start having children right after college? Or after high school, even?

the clear blue sky. The picnic table creaked, laden with homemade kimchee, japchae, namul of all

Would higher education and career pursuits be postponed until later?

kinds, crisp sheets of roasted geem. All the handiwork of these Korean immigrant wives.

What would be different if the biological burden was on the men and the women could have
children well into later life?
Would men then sit in fertility clinics, flipping through back issues of Good Housekeeping and
People magazine as they silently panicked about their life choices?
Would men cry alone in drafty hospital rooms as they were subjected to the invasive poking
and prodding of their most private body parts?
Would men stay awake at night, frantic with worry about what they would have to give up in
order to get the corner office?
Would men sit across from dates they met online as the women proudly - defiantly - declared
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age three, I was also the youngest child.

My mother helped me eat the bulgogi, blowing gingerly to cool it down. “Be careful,” she said.
“It’s hot.” And, “chew it well,” she said, holding out her chopsticks.
That afternoon, I wouldn’t stop eating, chewing the meat with slow, steady precision. I out-ate
all the older kids and some of the adults, too, who sat watching me, giggling and aghast, as I inhaled
slab after slab of grilled meat.
My mother was mortified. What would the other mothers think of her? Clearly, they must
think her a bad mother, starving her baby at home. Why else would this tiny toddler be eating as
though she’d never seen food before?
But good Korean mother that she is, she kept feeding me.

that they never want to have children because ‘if it was meant to happen, it would have happened by

My mother still tells me this: “Make sure you chew your food well.”

now’?

My mother still watches me as I take the first bite.
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18.

Maybe someday soon, I will understand my mother’s devotion.
Maybe someday soon, my daughter will read this and know how much I dreamt about her.
Maybe someday soon, she’ll be onstage with me, floating inside, listening to a faraway music

that is calling to her.
Maybe someday soon she’ll stop running, my little ghost girl.
Maybe someday soon she’ll come back, even though she’s waited so long.
So patiently.
For me.
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SYLVANIA
before Pennsylvania

meanttobe

Sylvania

it lived
trees so thick

could glimmer

afterlife

at its center

littleheavens lived
godwhistle
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HISTORY OF FIRE
how did we meet

dear flames

late moonbar

in tequila’s arms

morning’s aftermath

conjured you from

chapped pipes

your blue lips

smacked metal grate
you

under sunday

rose from

cracked soil

groundhog holes
mapletree’s
always

rough cheek

The Writing Process

do you live
born

duskegg

vania’s plates
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your desire

too strong

stumbling

laden

reaching to stroke

without watermother
from

pancakes

your loose

ripples

underneath

burning soul

syl

waiting
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PORTRAIT: SAIC MFAW 2019
AARON
If you’re going to speak, speak English.
I walk home and don’t think anything because I can’t
think it in Yiddish.
Who was it that carried anguish against the ancestors for not resisting colonization?
It was thoughts like this that made me question my place at Point A. I mean, just because it came first,
just because A was easy, did that mean it was the Point?
My concert gowns concealed a bouquet of bruises that bloomed across my body.
I would like to birth sweetness, build cities into kitchens, make butterscotch fudge.
an’ ‘imma distort alladee gyangstamandemname like dem more badda dan curse cawz informa fe ded
an’ badman ah badman.
Granite
Pornographic Wholesome
godwhistle

among the barks

You must pay this bill immediately or your electric service will be disconnected
but overall they were easy to make and tasted fabulous.
It took us half an hour to remember the game thwarts
everyone, plaintiffs and defendants, old friends and old enemies.
Dinner was how they kept up with things. It was how they reminded one another there was love left
after everything that happened.
what is prayer?

i tell her:
us.
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